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Introduction  
 
Santa Clara County ARES/RACES organized a Quarterly Communications Drill on 18 August 
2018.  The main purpose was to conduct a drill that exercised city participation, the County radio 
room, and the County Message, Packet, and Command nets. 
 
This report covers the activities in the County EOC radio room.  
 
ii. Type / Name / Location  
Event Type:   County Drill  
Event Name:  Quarterly Communications Drill  
Location:   County EOC radio room, 55 West Younger, San Jose. 
Operational Period:  0900 to 1300 for radio room, 1000 to 1200 for actual drill and nets 
 
iii. Description of Event / Drill / Exercise  
The following objectives were developed for this exercise: 

1. Staff the County EOC radio room and operate the Resource, Packet, Message, and 
Command Nets. 

2. Exchange multiple voice and packet messages between the Country EOC and 
participating City EOCs during the operational period of the drill. 

3. Provide drill instructions to City EOCs via a notice posted to XSCEVENT. 
4. Simulate W1XSC BBS down for the operational period of the drill. 
5. Provide a summary “dashboard” overview of the entire drill. 

 
Secondary objectives: 

6. Practice coordinated ICS 309 logging techniques for the Message Net. 
7. Following County ARES/RACES performance standards for an effective drill. 
8. Provide MAC evaluations if sufficient evaluation staff is present. 

 
All objectives were in play, with the results as described.  
 



County EOC Staff Summary: 
 
The following summarizes the staffed positions for the event. 
 

Staff Positions Name Call 
Sim Cell  Michael Fox N6MEF 
Shift Supervisor / Unit lead Mark Laubach K6FJC 

Message Net operator sand Scribes 
Anne Akbay KK6ZGL 
Alan Gontang KD6QPP 
Patrick Muffler KG6TMI 

Packet operators Lea Roberts WA6ITV 
Brian Tanner AG6GX 

Command Net operator / Runner Pat Barrett AF6OT 
Tony Loeb AB6Q 

 
No MAC evaluations were requested by any participant for this drill. 
 
iv. Chronological Summary of Event / Drill Scenario  
 
All events took place on Saturday, 18 August 2018. All times listed here are in local time.  
  
 0900 – 0930  Briefing 
 0930 – 1000  Preparation of radio room 
 1000 – 1200  Drill in progress 
 1200 – 1300  Debrief 
 
Performance Against Objectives 
 
1. Staff the County EOC radio room and operate the Packet, Message, and Command Nets. 
 

A sufficient number of volunteer participants were available to staff all positions, including 
rotations.   

 
2. Exchange multiple voice and packet messages between the Country EOC and participating 

City EOCs.  Breakdown of statistics of message by city, type, with and without error are 
summarized in the summary city dashboard file.  Executive summary: 

a. 10 cities (including the Red Cross) participated in the drill. 
b. 10 cities participated in the Message Net with 11 messages total. 
c. 9 cities participated in the Packet Net with 49 messages total. 
d. 8 cities participated in the Command Net with 1 message total. 
e. 5 cities participated via EOC to EOC radio (optional for this drill) 

 
3. Prior to the event (via email to ECs) and via a posted packet bulletin to XSCEVENT, cities 

were instructed to send via packet a message with a list of participants in a required format 
and a message summarize their city scenario, main/alternate or other EOC location, and 
estimated number of man hours for this drill (including planning. 

a. 7 cities responded to a Message Net request indicated notice download time. 
b. 6 cities returned a participant message. 
c. 7 cities returned a city scenario summary message. 

 



4. Simulate W1XSC BBS down for the operational period of the drill. 
 
JNOS was disabled on W1XSC prior to the operational period of the drill.  Cities were 
expected to follow county procedures for dealing with an unavailable BBS. 
 

5. Provide a summary “dashboard” overview of the entire drill. 
 
A separate Excel file has been created for summarizing this drill: 20180818_city_dashboard 
 
The dashboard groups and summaries performance and message counts as follows: 

a. Planned and actual message participation. 
b. Message Net participation by cites, message counts, and message types. 
c. Packet Net participation by cites, message counts, and message types. 
d. Command Net and EOC radio: participation by city, informal message count. 
e. Drill assignment instructions, messages, and summary of responses to questions. 

 
For message counts, the dashboard uses the following colors: 

a. Green – message received without error(s). 
b. Orange – message received with one or more errors.  A footnote is provided with the 

error flagged as well as message numbers for reference. 
c. Red – this message could not have been received.  For this drill, messages that were 

sent to XSCEOC@W1XSC. A footnote is provided with the error flagged as well as 
message numbers for reference. 
 

6. Practice coordinated ICS 309 logging techniques for the Message Net. 
 
Our NCO operators agreed on a format to use for logging message summary information.  
The ICS form type or “INF” for informal, severity/handling, and then whatever content possible 
on the remainder of the line from the subject. 
 

7. Follow County ARES/RACES performance standards for an effective drill. 
 

County ARES/RACES procedures were followed. 
 
8. Provide MAC evaluations if sufficient evaluation staff is present. 
 

No one asked for a MAC evaluation. 
 
v. Improvements, Conclusions, Recommendations:  
As applicable, include a description of actions taken, assignments, associated costs or budget, 
timetable for completion or correction, and follow-up responsibility. The following is a summary of 
the key Improvements, Conclusions, and Recommendations.  
 
What worked?  

• All Radio Room staff arrived on time for briefing.  The team had a window of time between 
briefing and drill start time to prepare.   

• All planned county nets were adequately staffed.   
• The city summary dashboard is very effective. The dashboard summary gives a very clear 

indication of the performance of the drill. 
• Many cities participated and messages were exchanged on all planned nets. 



• Downloading of the notice from XSCEVENT was successful for this drill for all cities, 
overcoming the problem(s) experienced during the prior quarterly drill. 

• Handling W1XSC being down went much more smoothly than anticipated.  We only 
collected three errored messages from W1XSC, retrieved after the drill was over and 
W1XSC returned to service.  Otherwise, county procedures for handling a down BBS were 
followed. 

• Message Net operators were pleased with the ICS 309 coordination. 
• All volunteers helped sort message forms and document for preparation of the dashboard 

summary. 
• Of those cities responding with estimated man hours: 70 hams providing 185 total man 

hours went in to the preparation for and operation of the drill. 
• The use of “drill traffic” or similar in voice and packet messages significantly improved from 

the prior quarterly drill. 
• The first All Cities message sent on the Message Net was handled much better this drill 

over the prior quarterly drill. 
• Removing the Traffic Manager radio room log was effective. 
• Message Net ICS 213 and 309’s were filled out completely and correctly this go. 
• The electronic files from the County’s Packet PCs were captured. 

 
What didn’t work / needs improvement / suggestions for next RDF drill  

• 69% no error (31% with error) rate on packet messages needs improvement. 
• Insufficient number of messages passed on the Message Net (11 messages total).  Our 

future drill instructions will need to ask for more traffic. 
• County EOC briefing needs a checklist, similar to the IC briefing checklist used for the RDF 

drill.  Mark will take a look at creating a draft prior to the next county communications drill. 
• Normally, packet users are informed of planned down times.  However, that would have 

tipped the hand for the drill exercise.  Sunnyvale was going to practice alternate BBS 
usage for their city drill and bringing W1XSC down disabled their drill objectives.  We’ll 
need to consider if/what to say in advance should we want to practice this again. 

• Only 21 city participants were listed on the event page prior to the start of the drill.  On 
collecting participant reports and reviewing names logging participation, an additional 38 
call signs were entered by hand. While do-able, it is time consuming and subject to error.  
Recommendation for next drill is to remind/ask cities to remind their participants to sign up 
in advance. 

 
vi. Planning and Event Documentation Archival:  
 
The SCC ARES RACES Drill Planning Groups.io website is used for archival: 
https://scc-ares-races.groups.io/g/drill-planning/files 

https://scc-ares-races.groups.io/g/drill-planning/files
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